This paper proposes a series of theoretical considerations on the performing styles used in contemporary theatre, according to the relationship the actor establishes with the audience. If Diderot was the first to question frontal relationship, and asked the performer to ignore the spectator, this programme will only be accomplished one hundred years later, with the emergence of the director. Later on, theoreticians such as Meyerhold, Vakhtangov or Copeau will ask for a partial return to performing facing the audience, as a sign of the return to the theatrical tradition dominated by the exigencies of the stage and not by those of the truth. With Piscator and Brecht theatre rediscovered frontality, as a sign of the wish to engage the auditorium as an active partner of dialogue. The author discusses several avatars that this new frontality acquires in presentday theatre. Keywords Theatre, Performing, Frontality, Back, Actor, Auditorium
you. You should sometimes have the courage to turn your back on the audience; you should never remember the spectator. Any actress addressing the audience directly would deserve that a voice, rising from the parterre, reminded her: I'm not here, Miss", Diderot writes to Mlle Jodin. He invites the actress to turn her back from time to time, thus delivering herself from the abusing pressure exerted by the audience. This involves an empowerment of the stage, which is capable to assert its own internal logic. But this mutation is the result of a mutually consented contract since, if the actress takes the liberty to turn her back, she does so, according to Diderot, with the consent of the audience, which invites her to consider that it "is not there". From now on the stage displays a freedom that the philosopher of the Enlightenment wishes to the actor delivered from the former servitudes. Diderot invites Mlle Jodin to assume the position of a future citizen of the Republic.
The acts and the absorption "Attitude in one thing, action is another", Diderot says. The rhetoric of the big does not make any more sense when one can replace the attitudes by the actions... The latter require the actor to physically concentrate and, thus, his attention shifts from saying to doing. Thus, the freedom he acquires was formerly unknown to him, as from now on the logic of the act to be done is more important than the former protocol restrictions. The action is the one to determine the choice of postures and the actor obeys to the orders of an acting style liberated from the reign of the auditorium. By showing his back, as recommended by Diderot, the player delivers himself from the authority of the auditorium as well as from the constraints of the tragic pose. From now on, he is invited to observe the human proportions of the drama and feed upon its rebelliousness. The back provides evidence thereof. To face or not to face the audience. Turning one's back will always acquire the significance of a rebellion of the body, but it is well known that the performer turns precisely in order to maintain the expectation of the face. For Diderot, this alternation marks the advent of the modern actor.
Diderot acknowledges the risks that the actor runs when assuming the once improper position. He breaks the ancient contract to the benefit of the new pact and this deliverance from the subordination to the auditorium implies a high risk conflict. It is not self-evident that the actor, so frequently held in contempt, ridiculed, socially downgraded, integrate the instructions advanced by the philosopher who invites him to play, according to his own words, as if "the spectator were perfectly irrelevant to him". In order to achieve this, the performer needs to intimately break loose from an authority which has been exerted, for centuries, on him and on his acting. Diderot suggests that to get there, the actor will have to be provided with new materials. And the birth of drama is not foreign to this desire to surpass the pre-eminence of the "tragic pose", to the profit of the "dramatic art". This new programme is placed at the origins of a mutation that the theatre will only accomplish one hundred years later, with the emergence of the director. Diderot is the one who opens the door, and Antoine enters the room.
It is when faced with Meininger's representations that the young Parisian director will suffer a genuine shock, and, among other considerations, he will acknowledge the importance of the position adopted by the German actors in their famous production of Julius Caesar, with the performers not facing the audience. Antoine wrote: "a back turned at the right moment gives the audience the feeling that one does ignore them, and this is exactly what happened". This decision, in accordance with Diderot's ideas, provides actors with great independence from the auditorium and, moreover, it gives the feeling of experience, of exactly what the theatre of frontality and direct address was missing. Forgetting the audience means acceding to a truth and acting with one's back turned to the audience brings evidence of this. A guarantee of a formerly ignored authenticity, it confirms the independence of the stage, supported by an unknown 'reality effect'. 'It has come' -this is also a victory of the back.
The closure pact "Imagine, at the edge of the theatre, a great wall that separates you from the parterre. Perform as if the curtain were not raised" Diderot writes. This is inscribed in the practice of "absorption", as Michael Fried called it when analysing the discourse on Diderot's painting: on the canvas, the characters, just as the actors on stage, succeed in forgetting the audience while they are performing. They are literally "absorbed" in the act they are accomplishing. This allows them to break away from any exterior authority. Thus, Diderot anticipates the famous "fourth wall" and "physical actions"...
Diderot works out an elaborate strategy of mental closure. He invites the actor to acknowledge that "a canvas encloses the whole space and [that] there is nobody beyond". Thus, the fact of turning one's back supposes the access to a new kind of freedom, obtained through a newly formulated pact. In his autonomous space, the body, relying on the imaginary absence of the audience, frees itself from the reign of the decorum. The actor performs freely, before an audience seen as being absent and not an opponent, as -let us remind it -the closure pact is one of mutual respect and not of aggression.
"Directing begins when one dares make the actor turn his back", Brook says. Fair observation, as, if Diderot had the intuition of the possibility of performing not facing the audience, it was only introduced by the director, who imposed it on stage. The actor can perform in the centre, and even in the backstage, which enables him to even further deliver himself from the authority of the audience. From now on, JeanLoup Rivière claims, "the actor does no longer speak to me, nor to another behind me, he speaks to another actor and introduces the character who is listening. The address becomes a direct one and I hear otherwise (something else?) if another one listens for me. Acting with one's back turned to the spectator upsets the dialogue, changes the status of the words and the perception of the discourse". Practices which had formerly been forbidden become, as of this moment, not only licit, but also common: talking softly, the interplay of light and shadow, circularity.
The incidence of new technology, and especially of electricity, on this mutation should not be leaved out. The actor frees himself from the exigency of playing downstage, in the intimacy of the audience; he can retreat backstage and sit, in a bent position, on a chair. He will be seen. The back participates in this will of creating an atmosphere where electricity can inscribe the passage of time: the back is associated with the twilight and the dusk, formerly forbidden onstage for technical reasons.
One more point: at the same time psychoanalysis is born and Freud founds the cure, on the model of the space system which asks that the patient speak without seeing the psychoanalyst. The latter is placed, in a certain sense, at the back of the patient, who is invited to speak "as if" the psychoanalyst were not there. Diderot puts direct address on trial in order to escape from the auditorium as explicit addressee. The philosopher invites the actress to focus on her actions. When freed from the authority of the audience, actions enable actors to get involved and abandon the pose. Modernity in theatre starts with the ignored spectator, with actors performing "as if" he were not there. Thus, modernity sets up what will be the founding pact, the closure pact. Diderot is the one who announces this pact, which will be sealed later on by Antoine and Stanislavski: the stage and the auditorium need to stop communicating during the theatrical exercise. From now on, the beholder will adopt a voyeuristic position, entering into the closed space of the stage and surprising the body in all its postures. An acting body, no longer a showing body. The stage sacrifices the former practice of direct address and, "closed" from now on, detaches itself from the audience, turning its back on it, in a certain way. It does so with the agreement of the former, as, according to Diderot, the audience gives rise to the voice that tells the actress to ignore it: "I'm not here any longer, Miss". A new type of freedom which the actor assumes, sacrificing his former dependence. It is only thus that he will succeed in observing the closure pact, which constitutes, in the philosopher's opinion, the imperative condition for a renewal of dramatic acting.
The contested back
The victory of the back -so has it been stated quickly enough -asks for an organisation of the stage according to the complexity of the positions adopted in everyday life. This will lead to the conviction, frequently stated, that such an approach implies a denial of art and of its codes. The closure pact leads to an iconic aesthetics, an aesthetics of the double subjected only to mimetic exigencies. Jean-Pierre Sarrazac's recent works denounce this error.
Formerly charged with rebellious virtues, the back will first be contested in the name of other programmes, which assimilate it to the symptom characterising naturalist aesthetics. Fighting the back acquires thus the meaning of a restoration of the theatrical convention in its specificity. From Meyerhold to Vakhtangov or Copeau, the same questioning is present: the stage needs to get organised according to its own laws and not borrow the order of life. The new reformers ask the body, endowed with plastic virtues, to integrate the back as one of its resources in order to fully express itself. This will lead to a partial return to performing facing the audience which acquires, from now on, the sense of a return to the theatrical tradition dominated by the exigencies of the stage and not by those of the truth. With Meyerhold, the asides are pronounced downstage and the actor acts both facing the audience and turning his back to it. The same indistinctiveness is noticeable with Vakhtangov or Copeau, accounted for by the rediscovery of the freedoms of the fair theatre or of the commedia dell'arte (1). We are thus entering the reign of the relative, which more or less rejoins the cubist approach of the time. From now on, the spectator can behold the actor in the same way as the painter touring a figure: his vision is neither a frontal nor a dorsal one, it is circular.
Theatrically speaking, the body, in its material and graphic reality, assumes itself on stage as a tool that is fully completed only insofar as all its powers are exploited. Thus, it is believed, realism is defeated and artifice and convention are rehabilitated. This operation is accompanied by the indistinct taste for the back and the face, in such a way as to play, glibly, on both of them. Jacques Callot does so in his old drawings, which discover the extraordinary reversibility of the fair theatre. It is the primordial model, to which another one, the oriental model, is added. Meyerhold had seen Kabuki theatre and was aware of the decisive role that the back has for the onagatas of the Kabuki: the whole sensuality is contained therein. These two theatre sources entertain the will to make an equal use of the front and the back of the "theatricalised" body. The latter can turn around and entirely disclose itself, showing thus the supremacy of play. No priority is given to either the front or the back. Indeed, the reign of the relative is imposed here. And the stage, just as the auditorium, wishes to benefit from this freedom. The pleasure does no longer come from the fact of intruding, as of old, into a closed universe, but from benefitting from an integral exposition of the body. A playful body, a plural body.
The oblique acting
The mutations mentioned here are carried out in the context of the proscenium-arch theatre, a theatre characterised by a specific topography: one plays facing the front or the back, for an audience placed in a very precise location with respect to the stage. It is a localised and united audience. The data change as soon as the audience is broken, dispersed, as Artaud, among others, had imagined it. The front/ back pair loses thus its pertinence. The gazes become multiple and crossed, and what is frontal for one can be rear for another. There is a shift from the reign of the relative to that of the reversible. At any moment, everything can turn into its contrary, and not only on the paritary mode, front/back, but also on that of the variability of degrees: more or less front/ back... And finally, one can ask whether the sum of these changing measures could not define an oblique acting. An acting where the binary opposition is replaced by multiple postures, eventually turning into what painting calls the lost profile portrait. Isn't Eugenio Barba's theatre a lost profile theatre? Just as Kantor's theatre. A theatre where the oppositions are blurred to the profit of the multiplicity which refuses the authority of the front or back acting in order to create a climate of ambiguity. It involves openness and uncertainty. And nothing suits this better than oblique acting. The performance of the actor placed at the crossroads of gazes which are never direct, crossing gazes to which the actors respond by a succession of postures. And thus one passes from the relative to the infinite... this is what distinguishes the playful approach from what one could call the anthropological approach. Throughout this multiplicity one speaks about Man as a whole, with all the secret and obscurity this notion implies. We know it very well: the profile always hides something, just as the oblique doesn't provide any certainty.
Frontality rediscovered
With Piscator's political theatre and Brecht's epic theatre, the body winding around its axis starts to lose its seductive power, while its power to render the back and the front equivalent does do longer present so much interest. With Piscator, as the photos show it, frontal acting is preferred again. The same happens with Brecht, especially in his songs. This particular type of theatre tries to reflect upon and establish a new relationship with the audience, which is seen as a partner in the dialogue that the stage explicitly strives to engage with the auditorium. The latter, which is lighted again, exposes itself, while the actors, on the stage, address to it, and involve it in the performance. The relativity of the theatrical points of view of the playful body is followed by the authority of the political point of view, frontally expressed and assumed. Frontal acting imposes itself once again.
However, an important mutation is to be noticed: in the past the performer acted out frontally so as not to offend an audience whose social status was higher than that of the stage. He had to provide all the necessary signs of allegiance and never disrespect the decorum rules. Subdued, the stage addressed an audience which it had to please (2). And this involved face revealing and an implicit respect for the acting directly facing the audience.
In political theatre, relationships are reversed: from now on, the stage is the one which had to deliver a discourse and truths which it projects on the auditorium so that it can become aware of them. Acting out front becomes, from now on, the essential condition to this fundamentally pedagogical theatre. Placed upstage, the actor conveys a message to an audience that has to be awakened, by concerning it: frontality becomes thus a condition of commitment and teaching.
Choral frontality
It is the work on teams speaking together and asserting themselves as such which led to the emergence of choral frontality. It refers to the spirit of a production where what matters, above anything else, is collective address, the appeal which starts on the stage, directed at the auditorium, which one has to trouble, to charm, to captivate. The power is situated on stage, and the stage gives voice to its accusations or alerts by means of the collective energies of the team. Choral frontality has an appellative function. Just as before, in the productions of the Living theatre, which ended in the collective advancing towards the audience in order to awaken it, shield them from their own condition. Fight frontality.
Choral frontality endeavours to claim the collective nature of a work. The actors, most often young, adopt this posture because they are reunited, because they wish to assert themselves as an ensemble. The posture homogenises and strengthens; it rejects hierarchies and reinforces unity. Choral frontality is team frontality. This is what it defends. It entails a group ideology and a wish for unity. It conveys the following message: we are speaking together and "none is braver than the other", to paraphrase one of Beckett's utterances, we are addressing you. And this is sometimes accomplished beyond the diversity of roles, as for instance at the Theatre du Soleil in the Shakespeare or Atrides productions. Costumes, postures, voice projection -everything stated the choral frontality of a team united in the name of a community desire of address. Ariane Mnouchkine is constantly seeking this and the Theatre du Soleil will remain inseparable from the optimism of this frontal acting, which aims at eliciting and cultivating a certain love relationship with the audience. Overexposed acting. Choral frontality acquires here the sense of a shared passion for the theatre as a reunion of beings.
Choral frontality remains related especially to Led Dodin's groundbreaking production at the beginning of the 1990s, Gaudeamus. Here it joins the wish to assert the unity of a Conservatory class confronted with the distress of the Soviet youth in the army, which, by definition, seeks to level individualities. Dodin starts by practicing a "choral expression", which will lead to a "choral frontality", especially in the final scene. A tableau which has become famous and where the entire company -half buried -joins together in an old university song. It thus enables the Russian audience to listen to long forbidden tunes, today resurrected, and does so while making the terrible assessment of the pedagogical failure of the military service. Choral frontality appeals to the audience and tries to establish a relationship between stage and auditorium in the name of a common statement, be it nostalgic or rebellious.
Rwanda 94, which allowed us to rediscover a theatre faced with the world, also rehabilitates choral frontality. Almost everything is acted out front: in order to speak about horror one doesn't have to turn one's face and, alone or in groups, the actors are looking at us, speaking to us, preventing us from falling asleep. The whole performance is based on the dialogue which refuses the back and imposes a face to face dialogue. The representation, which is both choral and frontal, relates directly to the ancient Greek form which turns the spectator into a stage partner asked to fully participate in the tragic experience. An extreme state, suffering no longer shies away and dares assert itself as an expression of a group which claims it from the heights of the stage. Beyond all differences, choral frontality sets itself as a symptom of a theatre which returns to the ancient quest for responsibility. Acting is engaging oneself in the name of a truth which can no longer be kept silent, which needs to be told and listened to.
Once frontality is regained, there is no longer place for the back. The latter designates that unknown, secret part that does not concern the theatre. Its need for clarity asks for the face, and especially for the voice. It is first of all an acoustic theatre, as stated by Peter Sellars, who accomplishes an extraordinary project of rehabilitating the frontal acting in The Children of Herakles, a text of Euripides that he had found. The performers, pinned under the cold light of the footlights, 'project' their words onto the auditorium in the name of the explicit desire of asserting a point of view, of interrogating, of appealing to our vigilance. Visibility prevails and frontal play helps rendering words even more explicit.
Monologal frontality
There is also a monologal frontality. Beckett was one of the first to find it, by immobilising the figures shown from the face. They stand before us, partially visible, and whisper words... the relationship is suspended here and nothing besides hypothetical address matters. Placed on the other side, we are the possible recipients of this discourse which hardly survives itself. In another register, Claude Régy found this frontality every time he worked with Isabelle Huppert: for the oratorio Jeanne au bûcher by Claudel/Honneger Jeanne d'Arc was immobile, high up, on a symbolic post, while for 4:48 Psychosis by Sarah Kane the actress, lying on the floor and facing the audience, directly addressed her soliloquy to the spectators. We literally have to take this violence. And it is in the same situation in Heiner Müller's extraordinary Medea, where Anatolii Vassiliev imposed to Valérie Dréville both nudity and absolute frontality. Each time suffering is directly exposed and this renders the spectator's status even more uncomfortable. He suffers the attack, the aggression of these words directed at him without giving him the possibility to protect himself, as if he were forbidden any relaxation, any moment of inattention. The actor, facing him, immobile, makes him undergo the test of the word turn into suffering flesh.
"The theatre of language" and frontality When theatre regains language, it often seems to be a huge mouth open towards us. Indeed, in his Julius Cesar, after Shakespeare, Roberto Castellucci penetrated with a camera into the depths of the throat and filmed the almost sexual palpitations of the vocal cords. Here again, everything is played around the power of the words to turn destinies upside down or disconcert history itself. And in one of the first texts by Pasolini directed by Stanislas Nordey for the monologue of the selfdeclined letters, autonomous unities, a mouth used to open giving voice to the sounds in the obscurity of the auditorium. Any theatre of the voice is a frontal theatre.
For his Pasolini cycle, Nordey will proceed to the union of several voices which project the "theatre of the language" on the mode of a choral frontality, a vocal frontality. It revives the ancient form of the oratorio, where everything is played around the polyphony of the sounds asserting themselves and of the voices spreading themselves. Here, even if the bodies are more tormented, they respect the main scope they were assigned: support a language which defies character or plot. The accomplishment of Pasolini's theatre passes through the act of weaving the voices, of saving, for an instant, the uniqueness in order to be absorbed in a choral plurality. Thus, language shivers, circulates, walks, without ever enabling the monologue or the choir to impose themselves. It is precisely their tumultuous coexistence that the actors, always facing the audience, invite us to follow. Frontal, 'the theatre of the language' discovered by Nordey banishes the back and it is accomplished in the incandescent exposition of the group. It turns choral frontality into the best way of asserting and defending the speech. Not necessarily a political speech, but an ethical, citizen speech. Engaged speech, directed speech. Directing one's face to the audience is assuming oneself.
In this rehabilitation of choral frontality dance played an indisputable role. The bodies in movement on a bare stage that they cross and divide are offered bits of texts they start to project together, frontally. The same principle is used by Pina Bausch. The impact of this approach, besides Stanislas Nordey, is to be found with Eric Lacascade: he too, in order to develop a theatre of passions, pushes his actors reunited to the frontstage, where they deliver texts which formerly asked for closure and reserve. In Chekhov's theatre, this exercise disturbs the formerly established acting codes and takes a violently polemical meaning. Choral frontality is to be seen here as an explicit consequence of the theatredance, as a choreographic contamination.
A theatre of the address Present-day frontal acting founds a theatre of the asserted, programmatic and systematic address. It turns the audience's assumed presence into its reason to be. Speech is directed towards the spectator not in the name of a certainty that would have to be communicated, as in Brecht's time, but in the name of an awakening that will assumed by the stage. We are reunited, but we are also responsible for ourselves and for the world; this is what the actors who advance towards the auditorium are told in order to launch these urgent appeals, more necessary today than before. Thus the actors, who are young, convey their energy with contagious virtues. The stage is calling for us, it summons us. This is what we experienced when acting facing the audience was back. It brought the power of a generation committed anew. The actors wanted to establish a deliberately frontal relation in the name of the imperative will to address the auditorium. They sacrifice thus everything that the back can bring -this third dimension, the volume and the feelings -to the profit of the surface which exposes itself on a background of incandescence. The back will always be related to the secret, to the reserve, that a theatre of the speech and not of the situation will always loathe. Frontality enhances the verbal gesture, while the back, as Diderot had felt it, remains related, at least on a stage, to the tacit eloquence of the acts. Frontality claims while the back whispers; the first exalts the sparkling word, the other is fond of the discrete gesture.
The question of the address is put in a radical way. However, this does not point to a regressive movement, as frontality does not have anything of a seductive exhibition in the direction of the auditorium. It uses the direct address and everything that it implies as an appeal to the audience. The stage becomes a responsible, non perverted space, a place of active speech. And, in the name of all these assets, it comes towards us, it calls us, it questions us. Acting facing the audience acquires the meaning of an ethical act. It involves us.
Acting facing the audience sets us into motion, acting turning one's back to audience relieves us; what about the oblique acting? It preserves the undecidable -a third term which implies all the uncertainties and satisfactions, not those of a synthesis but of an impurity, which will always nourish the theatre.
Acting facing the audience, not facing the audience, and... obliquelythis is the triad movement of acting through which the great options of the theatre are revealing themselves. Acting, as it is actually practiced, inscribes the meaning of these global approaches. Theatrical work is only the physical transcription of the theatrical thinking.
Forget me! Or the nostalgia of the back
But, as always, a solution gives birth, dialectically, to its contradiction. And thus, after having felt the attraction of frontal acting and of the performance of the assumed speech, of collective vitality, of the convention claimed for a night, I secretly murmured, when in the Avignon festival and tired of this indefatigable address: Forget me! Forget me! Just as Diderot said once to Mlle Jodin, I uttered: Forget me! I wish to find again the twilight of a gaze on a back ignoring me, the peace inviting me to construct my responsibility, to activate my imaginary by myself. I had a wish for freedom, a thirst for solitude, this desire of personal voyage which systematic frontality excludes. The stage which turns the address into its exclusive regime forbids me this retirement and orders me to hear the Stage which forgets me and softly leads me towards myself. P.S. I was telling to the great director Peter Stein that most of the photos of directors show them "addressing" the actors using the index finger, the hand determined, gazing off into the distance... "certainly, he answered. But we do not know if they will take the path in the name of which we address them". It is however symptomatic that the directors borrow the physical vocabulary of the address which is so frequent with the politicians. This attests their kinship with the exercise of power. The body does speak. P.P.S. Being of Romanian origin, I still keep in my mind Ceausescu's "wooden body", the body of the authoritarian leader always holding his arm, indicating the direction, hammering the air with "indices" of address which confirmed the feeling of certitude that inhabited him. Quite recently, the fact that Nicolas Sarkozy -he, too, a Nicolas -used the same vocabulary troubled me, as, in reality, he was thus revealing his taste for the same type of power. The address cannot deceive... he who indicates the direction belongs to the family of leaders objecting to dialogue and to critique. They are dangerous.
(1) Some performers, especially the comic ones, became famous, in the 20 th century, for their acting facing backwards. In France, Sacha Guitry is an instance of this type of performance. But even more famous will be, in Italy, Eduardo de Filippo, whose expressive qualities were much admired in Naples. Ferdinando Taviano told me once that this is what explains the interest created by the Neapolitan actor. Thus, K. M. Grüber remembers the dazzle he experienced: "If I had the means, I would have brought all the Schaubühne actors see Eduardo's back". This back asserted itself as one which does not unfold its resources because protected by the fourth wall, but as an autonomous, playful back. Thus, de Filippo came back to the tradition of the fair theatre performers. If on stage Eduardo was the last inheritor of this tradition, Chaplin was the first on screen. He, who exploited in such a brilliant way the plastic quality of the body, always finished all his mute films by a last image, taken from the back, which fixed forever Charlot's image, literally absorbed by the camera. He turns his back on life, whose adversities he has experienced, to move away from it and finish in a fictive off-stage, on which the objective of the camera closes just like the eyelid of a sleeping eye. And what if this is the only way this Charlot, who moves away turning his back, can find refuge?
(2) It would be vain to attempt an inventory, even limited, of the use of the back in the theatre. Another recurring treatment emerged during the last few years. In the play-within-the-play device, the posture of the man seen from the rear was reserved to the "spectators of the fiction". If in the past the characters/spectators onstage were facing the spectators in the auditorium, Lucian Pintilie, Antoine Vitez, Giorgio Strehler, were just some of the directors who broke this canonical requirement. Thus, when he staged Hamlet, Antoine Vitez made the gaze of the audience fit into that of the court, in the Mousetrap scene. The king, the queen and the court, lined up on the edge of the stage, inscribed in the axis of the auditorium, which could only see their back. When one was expecting to see, on the face of the suspects, the effects of the mousetrap, Vitez made them turn their back and left us -subtle solution! -imagine the trouble created by the representation aimed at catching the "conscience of the King". The spectator in the theatre hall is thus doubled by the onstage spectator, just as in a Magritte canvas the image of a young man turning his back on the mirror does not reflect his face, but shows him from the back: multiplication of the same. At the beginning of The Seagull, Chekhov, quoting the Hamlet situation, uses the play-within-the-play device, an idea that Lucian Pintilie also had, before Vitez. The spectators are seen from the back, watching Kostya's production. To give another example, in Strehler's production of Corneille's Illusion comique, where a whole performance is staged in order to tell, in an oblique manner, the "theatrical" adventures of a son, the father, who is the addressee of the production, finds himself in the posture of the spectator seen from the rear. This is how the spectator in the auditorium perceives him.
We recognise ourselves in these spectators absorbed by a second degree fiction, as in a double placed on the other side of the ramp. And, in order to alternate the relationship actors/ spectators, in his staging of Timon of Athens, Brook made them alternate performing and retreating on the edge of the playing area, temporary spectators following the story that we saw from the rear. They were positioned on the outposts of the auditorium, as our most advanced delegates. Brook's actor-spectator concentrated the activities of theatre: acting and beholding.
